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At the January 5 meeting...

The Kansas
Meteorite Find
Barbara Wilson
HAS Member and Director of the George
Observatory
A 10,000 year old meteor was found in a
Kansas field by an expedition organized by
the Houston Museum of Natural Science,
and including Steve Arnold and Philip
Mani. Also in the group were researchers
from the Johnson Space Center Lunar and
Planetary Institute, from Rice University,
and from the George Observatory.
The current find, a 150 pound pallasite
was discovered by the team. Our Barbara
Wilson was on the trip and a member of
the team. In this presentation, she'll tell us
all about the experience and what it means
for the research community.
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January/February

Check the web site:

Calendar:
Date Time

www.astronomyhouston.org
Webmaster: Bob Rogers
siteworkerbob@hotmail.com

Event

Photo by Scott Mitchell

The Houston Astronomical Society Web
page has information on the society, its
resources, and meeting information.

January, 2007
3
7:57 a.m.
		
2:00 p.m.
			
5
7:00 p.m.
		
8:00 p.m.
11
6:45 a.m.
18
10:01 p.m.
25
5:01 p.m.

Full Moon
Earth at perihelion (nearest the sun)
Quantrantid meteor shower
Novice Presentation - UH
General membership meeting -- UH
Last Quarter Moon
New Moon
First Quarter Moon

Want your astronomy work and name on
the Internet for the whole world to see?
Have some neat equipment? Pictures in film,
CCD, hand drawings or video format are all
welcome on the page. Do you have an idea
to improve the page? I’m listening. Send me
Email at siteworkerbob@hotmail.com.

February
1
2
10
		
12
17
19
23
24

11:45 p.m.
Full Moon
evening
Saturn just south of Moon
3:51 a.m.
Last Quarter Moon
1:00 p.m.
Saturn at opposition
evening
Jupiter 6 degrees north of Moon
10:14 a.m.
New Moon
early evening Venus south of Moon in west
evening
Moon 1 deg. north of Pleiades
1:56 a.m.
First Quarter Moon

Happy New Year
from the
Houston
Astronomical
Society

Send calendar events to billpellerin@sbcglobal.net
					
.












GuideStar deadline

for the February


issue


is January 15
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Observations... of the editor

from time to time, and it looks like this is
our time.

by Bill Pellerin, GuideStar Editor

This issue of GuideStar

Goals for 2007

You won't want to miss the information in
this GuideStar. Judy Dye is announcing
plans for the 2007 banquet. Beat the rush
and sign up right away. It's a lot of fun and
the presentation will be great.

Happy New Year to you and yours. It's time for you (and for me) to
set some goals for our 2007 astronomy activities. When you set a goal,
it needs to be very specific and you must have a deadline. Having a
nebulous goal such as, "I want to observe more this year" won't do.
You will need a goal more like, "I will complete the Astronomical
League Arp Peculiar Galaxy observing program by October 1". Then,
lay out a plan to make it happen. To observe 100 objects by then, and
you count on having 10 observing sessions between January 1 and
October 1, you'll have to observe 10 objects per session. That may not
sound like much, but it'll keep you very busy!! With a plan, you'll be
able to determine whether you're on track to complete the program in
time to meet your goal.
One goal we all should have is that we will "contribute at least 10
hours of work to the Houston Astronomical Society".
Novice Presentation in March

Clayton Jeeter has an interview with John
Wagoner, the guy who has been putting together enjoyable observing programs for the
Texas Star Party for years. If you haven't
done one of John's lists, you're missing a
treat. Remember, you have to do it at the
TSP to get a pin!
Until next time...
clear skies and new moons!

..Bill
billpellerin@sbcglobal.net

Hey... I'll be doing the Novice presentation in March!! Justin McCollum has taken over the reins of the Novice program from George
Stradley (great job, George!), and I've agreed to do the presentation
for the March meeting. I've done presentations in the past, and it has
been a lot of fun to do them. I've learned a lot in the process of preparing for the presentation and I enjoy the giving of the presentation to
the Novice group. This will be an all-new and all-different presentation from the one I did in November. I hope to see you there.
My presentation will be about the range of activities that are part of
'amateur astronomy'. If you don't know where you want to go from
here with your amateur astronomy career, come to this presentation!
If you want to have fun, learn something and help Justin out with a
presentation this year, get in touch with him and let him know. You
can email Justin at spquasar_777@yahoo.com.
Have you signed up for Texas Star Party yet?
You have until January 20 to submit a registration form and accommodation reservation request. Do it now!! Go to www.texasstarparty.
org to fill out your request. I've already submitted mine, and I hope to
see you at the 2007 Texas Star Party.
Have you signed up for Texas Star Party yet?
Have we had lousy weather recently, or what? I hope that by the time
you read this the weather has cleared and we're all out observing
again. Here, on the Gulf Coast, we can get a stretch of bad weather
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Just Looking

A GuideStar Interview by Clayton L. Jeter

John Wagoner - Texas Star Party Legend
Again, it’s always interesting to learn about our fellow amateur
astronomy friends from Texas. This month’s interview is a Texas
Star Party legend that many of you have seen as you roam around
on the Prude Ranch. John Wagoner has been to almost every TSP
from its early beginnings. His name is most likely familiar as being connected
with the
many observing programs
that are created for the
week of the
star party.
If you like a
good observing challenge… try
one of John’s
list this next
spring while
visiting west
Texas. I have
Clayton and Vera Jeter receive their “Bright Sky”
observed and
observing awards from John Wagoner during
completed
TSP-2005
several of his
lists and love
collecting
those beautiful pins and badges that are earned upon completion.
John holds a BS in business administration and currently works
at Frito-Lay national headquarters in Plano in Sales Accounting.
I hope you enjoy this interview as much as I enjoyed interviewing
John. I know you will find him interesting and discover his views
about our hobby. Meet John Wagoner…

The John Wagoner interview:
Clayton: What first sparked your interest into astronomy and
when?
John: When I was nine years old, my aunt and uncle gave me a
Gilbert Scientific 3 inch reflector and a hard bound copy of “The
Sky Observers Guide”. I must have read that book over 100
times under the blankets with a flashlight when I was supposed to be asleep. It really peaked my interest.
Clayton: Do you think that by becoming involved in this hobby it
has somehow changed some direction in your life and goals?
John: When I first started out, I was an observer and was geared

to getting certificates from the Astronomical League. I have Herschel #14. Later
I decided that it was time to give back to
the hobby and I created 8 observing programs for the Astronomical League. Some
are still our most popular programs.
As my interests in the hobby evolved, I
decided that it was time to step up to the
plate and give back to the community at
large. That is when I founded the City
Lights Astronomical Society for Students
(CLASS). We take astronomy into the inner city and serve the underserved areas
of our community.
Clayton: What scope design do you prefer?
What are you currently using?
John: As an observer which is what I am
at heart, I always used a Sky Designs
20 inch Dobsonian. But now that I hold
numerous star parties in the most light
polluted areas of the city, I prefer an 8
inch S/C goto. A goto is the only way to
find anything when your limiting magnitude is two.
Clayton: Got a favorite type of object that
you prefer to observe?
John: As a big binocular observer, I could
observe and identify just about any open
cluster in the night sky, but with a telescope, I prefer galaxies. I guess there is
something about those faint fuzzies that
sparks my imagination.

Continued on page 9 ...
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Shallow Sky Object of the Month

Hind's Crimson Star
by Bill Pellerin, GuideStar Editor
Object: R Lep - Hind's Crimson Star
Class: Star
Magnitude: Variable; about 8.0
R.A.: 4h 59m 36s
Dec: -14 deg 47m 48s
Constellation: Lepus (the Hare)

Why this object is interesting.
You may have never seen a star like this one. I last observed
this star in November when it was a very vivid red color.
Some stars we call red (such as Betelgeuse) look 'reddish',
but not quite 'red'. Hind's Crimson Star is really red. Be aware
that this star is also known as R Leporis (or R Lep, for short),
which means that it's a variable star. It goes from 7th magnitude to 9th magnitude (and possibly dimmer) and back in
about 432 days. This star is in the same class as the 'Mira'

Recent observatons, from the AAVSO.org web site indicate that the star is at about magnitude 9 now.
The first recorded observation of this star was in October, 1845 by J. R. Hind, who also has a lunar crater
and an asteroid with his name on them. Hind was an
astronomer at the Greenwich Observatory with George
Airy and a recipient of the Gold Medal from the Royal
Astronomical Society. My computer tells me that the star
wouldn't rise in London, on October 15, until 10:30 p.m.,
so this initial observation must have been very late at
night, indeed.
Hind's Crimson Star is a cool (relatively speaking) carbon star that radiates most of its energy in the red and
infrared part of the spectrum.
Carbon stars are ones in which fusion in the very hot interior of the star is producing carbon. This carbon makes
its way to the surface of the star. Other elements are
produced in the fusion reactions that occur in the interior
of such stars, but carbon predominates.
You know the 'normal' range of stellar spectral types
-- O, B, A, F, G, K, and M (from blue-white to red). Hind's
Crimson Star burns at about 2000 degrees C is a class
N star. The extension of the colors is M, then R, then N.

Lepus - Hind's Star in circle at upper right
Star maps from TheSky v 6

variables which change in size and temperature over their
cycle.
l observed this star with an 8" SCT, but it will be visible in
smaller or larger telescopes. It's an, "Oh, Wow" object in my
opinion. The cloudiness of the last few weeks has prevented
me from observing Hind's Variable Star again... but the next
clear night, it'll be on my observing list. It's unmistakeable in
the eyepiece and it's something that must be seen to be appreciated. A photograph wouldn't do the star justice.

Hind's Star at center of 2 degree circle
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How can I learn more about the
Astronomical League?
Amateur astronomers from across the country benefit from perusing the many pages of the Astronomical League’s website, www.astroleague.org. Naturally, this is the place to go if you’re looking for information about upcoming events and
League news. But there is so much more...
Want to learn all about one of the great League observing programs? Go to www.astroleague.org/observing.html.
Do you know of a worthy candidate for one of the many League awards? Look at http://www.astroleague.org/al/awards/
awards.html.
Are you interested in buying a particular book about our fascinating hobby? Then go to www.astroleague.org/al/bookserv/bookserv.html.
There is even something to help your club function better. Try www.astroleague.org/al/socaids/socaidid.html
Make the most of your Astronomical League membership! To find out more about what the Astronomical League
offers you, why not log on to www.astroleague.org today?

Membership Renewals...
Your membership is renewable on January 1 of each year.
Total yearly dues are $36.
If you paid your dues any time in 2006, your payment for 2007 is due as of January 1, 2007.
Magazine subscriptions can be renewed at any time and the renewal does not need to be synchronized with your
HAS dues.
Membership in the Houston Astronomical Society is one of the great bargains in Astronomy.For a regular
membership of $36 you get the opportunity to support an active and growing organization, you get the monthly
GuideStar newsletter, and you get access to the outstanding H.A.S. observing site near Columbus, Texas. (You
must attend an orientation, given monthly, to use the site.) And, after two months of membership you can borrow,
at no charge, one of the Society's loaner telescopes. It's the best deal in town, we think. Please renew your
membership when it expires.
Encourage other astronomy enthusiasts to join the organization as well. It's a great group.
Thanks!
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 Want Ads 
Wanted: A Celestron "NexStar" 114GT goto mount with
"NexStar" hand controller (like mount in photo). Will
pay a premium price for this mount. No OTA needed.
Thanks... call me at 713-569-7529.
Thanks, Clayton
For Sale: 17.5" Newtonian
Perfect for imaging or visual star parties. 17.5” f4.5 Newtonian telescope with highly accurate microprocessor-controlled, stepper-based alt-az drive system with focal plane
rotator. Designed and built by Andy Saulietis and the owner.
Accepts ST4-compatible inputs for autoguiding. Mechanical
and calibration work done by the owner to optimize system
accuracy for autoguided CCD imaging. Original 1981 Coulter
mirror refigured to smooth 1/8th-wave surface by Sky Optrical
in late 80’s. Primary and secondary recoated with enhanced
coatings group by PAP in early 90’s. Optics in excellent condition. 80mm f5 finder. Breaks down to numerous major pieces
for transport. With modest effort, can be a traveling scope,
but better as a semi-permanent observatory. See my website
for many images made with this system over the last decade.
Price negotiable. For pickup/delivery, maybe can meet you
halfway.
Call 281-482-5190 or E-mail Al Kelly.
For Sale: Celestron Nexstar 8
Like New Condition...Celestron Nexstar 8, Used only 2 times
in back yard. Some extras include Solor filter, 1 1/4” star
diagonal, 40 mm multi-coated nexstar plossel, 8-24 mm Z00
eyepiece, variable polarizing filter, 2X multicoated Barlow. $
850.00 Jack DeNina, Willis,Texas 936-856-0704, jjack9485@
cs.com

Deep South Texas Stargaze
The Kingsville Astronomical Society is
planning the fifth annual Deep South
Texas Stargaze January 17-21, 2007
(Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, and
Saturday nights).
It is held in the warm climate of South TX, at 28 degrees north latitude. Held at Escondido Ranch, 2 hours
south of San Antonio, 5 hours southwest of Houston.
Very remote, dark sky location (7+ magnitude skies). A/C
& heated lodge accommodations available, as well as RV
sites, and tent camping. Restrooms with hot showers (no
towels or bed linens provided). Although participants will
have to provide their own food, there is a cooking/food
preparation area available, as well as full-size refrigerators in each room.
If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to call
me.
Jason Fry, Registrar
Deep South Texas Stargaze
dstsreg@hotmail.com
361-572-2632

For Sale: Celestron Sky Master binoculars
11 X 80 Astronomical Binocular with original carrying case.
Celestron Photographic Tripod (crank up) in original box. Both
items purchased new and gently used a few times. $250 or
best offer. George Sellnau
713-978-7774, gsellnau@aol.com
For Sale: Meade ETX 90EC Telescope,
and Meade tripod Used once. Includes Autostar controller.
Paid $850 new 6 months ago – no time for a new hobby.
Includes all original boxes and manuals, and carrying case for
scope and tripod. Before I put it on eBay, I’d like someone local to enjoy this scope. I’ll take $500 or any reasonable offer.
Contact Bill at beley8@houston.rr.com.

Email your ads to Bob Rogers, our Webmaster, at
siteworkerbob@hotmail.com
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Just Looking... from page 5
Clayton: Are any of your family or neighbors interested in your
hobby? Do they observe too?
John: My wife thinks I’m crazy to go out into the middle of
nowhere to look up at the sky all night, my neighbors think
I’m nuts, and alas, my two sons just never developed an
interest in astronomy. They both picked up my interest in
computers, but not astronomy. In this hobby like everyone
else, I have to go it alone.
Clayton: How did you become the TSP observing coordinator? Do you observe and log those obscure objects from the
observing programs also?
John: My first TSP was number three and the last one to be
held at the Davis Mountains State Park. I was involved in
the planning committee to move TSP to the Prude Ranch
and take it national. Before, it was mostly for Texans. The
first three years on the ranch I ran the ATM contest. On
year four, the Olympics were big on TV so we decided to
hold an Observing Olympics. I ran the Observing Olympics
for several years and gave out certificates to the observers
who completed the program. But as the popularity grew,
and it became more difficult to find someone who knew
calligraphy to write the names on the certificates, I decided
to switch to giving out pins and the modern TSP Observing Programs were born. The pins turned out to be way
more popular as people could wear them on their hats or
vests. As for observing the programs myself, I plan out and
observe the programs the year before to get ready for the
next year. That’s why I am by myself down by the front
gate. If you can observe the object from there, you can see
it anywhere on the ranch. Yes, even the two globulars at
minus 50 degrees. I usually use a 6 to 8 inch scope so that
the objects will be in the range for everyone.
Clayton: Do you have any helpful advice to pass on to observers just starting out on one of your observing list?
John: Just try to get organized before an observing session.
The lists are in RA order so you can observe them as they
rise and you don’t have one setting on you before you get a
chance to log it. I believe that this hobby should be fun so I
gear my lists that way. I don’t put hard or tricky objects on
them, just objects that are fun to observe. Anytime I take
this hobby too seriously, then it is time to get out.
Clayton: Where is most of your observing performed?
John: I like to go out to Fort Griffin State Park about four
hours west of Dallas. Close enough to get to but far enough
away to get really dark.
Clayton: Do you have an amateur observing mentor?
John: I never really had a mentor. I joined the TAS about 30
years ago and not too many people were interested in observing. Dr. Craig Bolten and I had a little competition going to see who could complete the A.L’s observing programs
first so in a way we mentored each other. I beat him on the

Messier but he beat me on the Herschel. But
he used a brand new high tech device just
invented called a Telrad and I still sighted
along my finderscope tube. We had a lot of
fun together. Later, I became the club’s first
Observing Coordinator and held that job for
20 years, encouraging others to get out there
and observe.
Clayton: How about telling us a little about the
Dallas club that you’re a member of. Have you
seen many changes through the years there as
a member?
John: When I first started, they were mostly
armchair astronomers. I was on the Board
of Directors for 20 years and was also “Observing Coordinator”. We really became an
observing club then. Now it is mostly imaging
and with the foundation of CLASS, I have
grown a little apart from the TAS.
Clayton: How do you envision the Texas Star
Party 25 years from now?
John: Anywhere but on the Prude Ranch. I don’t
think the Prude Ranch will make it over the
next 25 years. We will probably be a little
smaller and a little more primitive since there
are very few places in Texas with the facilities that we require.
Clayton: Thanks John for taking the time to
share your interest and thoughts with us for
our monthly HAS newsletter, “The Guide
Star”. We wish you luck with all of your astronomy interests. Please come visit our society
when in the Houston area, we’d love to see you.
Thanks also for a wonderful job of coordinating the observing programs for the Texas Star
Party for so many years. See you this spring.
Clear skies, always…

Remember -All HAS memberships are due for
renewal in January. Pay your 2007
dues now!! Our membership year now
corresponds to the calendar year.
Mail your dues to the address on the
back page of this GuideStar or bring
your payment to the meeting.
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Minutes
of the December, 2006 Meeting of the

Houston Astronomical Society
The December, 2006 meeting of the Houston Astronomical Society
was called to order at 8:17 p.m. by HAS President, Steve Sartor.

which may reach between 0 to 2nd
magnitude as passes close to the sun on
January 12th. For information on these
and other comets of interest, see Don’s
Comet Corner on the HAS website at
http://www.astronomyhouston.org.

General Announcements:
•

•

Steve Sartor welcomed everyone to the meeting and provided
information about our dark sky site southwest of Columbus, our
Novice Meetings and our Observing Site Orientation meetings.

•

Steve recognized and welcomed the three new members and
several visitors present at the meeting.

Announcements:
•

Steve Goldberg announced that the 2007 Texas Star Party is
scheduled for the week of May 13th at the Prude Ranch. The registration form is up on the TSP website at http://texasstarparty.
org/.

•

Steve Sartor announced that Susan Nesterovich has to step
down from her volunteer duties as our public star party coordinator. Steve asked that anyone interested in coordinating our
public star party effort please contact him or Susan.

•

Bram Weisman provided details of the HAS Telescope Loaner
Program.

•

Steve Sartor announced that Lee Lankford has volunteered to
serve as the chair of the Welcoming Committee for 2007.

•

Amelia Goldberg presented the Astronomical League’s Hershel
400 Club certificate #354 and pin to Susan Spore in recognition
of Susan having observed and logged the 400 deep sky objects on
the Herschel 400 list.

•

Brian Cudnik announced that two Leonid meteor lunar impacts were detected during the recent Leonid meteor shower on
November 17th. Brian also related plans for the lunar meteor
impact program in the coming year. Those interested in this
program should check the HAS list server and website for more
information.

•

Leland Doland presented Bill Molinare with a plaque commemorating his 50 years of continuous service as a member of the
Houston Astronomical Society. Leland also presented Bill with
a framed cover of Sky and Telescope magazine from November,
1956, when Leland joined HAS.

•

Don Pearce gave the Comet Report highlighting C/2006 M4
SWAN, which continues to diminish and C/2006 P1 McNaught,

Don Pearce showed a photo of the moon
in which he was trying to capture the
“face” in the crescent moon. The photo
showed an unknown feature in shadow
just beyond the terminator, and Don
invited anyone who could identify this
feature to contact him.

Program
Steve Sartor introduced the featured speaker for the evening, Sam Waldman, of the
Laser Interferometer Gravity wave Observatory (LIGO), who delivered his presentation, Listening to the Universe with Gravity
Waves. Upon completion of his presentation,
Sam answered questions and was presented
with a gift of appreciation from the society.
Closing Announcements
•

Steve Sartor related that he has been
honored to serve as President of HAS
for the past three years.

•

Steve Sartor pronounced the meeting
adjourned at 9:52 p.m.
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HAS 2007 BANQUET
AT

Hilton Houston Southwest
6780 Southwest Freeway
Monterrey Room
April 14, 2007

Speaker: Dr. Mary Kay Hemenway
The Life of Galileo

AGENDA
					
					
			

6:30-7:30
7:45			
8:30			

Registration & Cash Bar
Meal
Featured Speaker

Dinner choices - To Be Announced
Registration sheets will be at the next meeting.
Price of meals will be $30.00 each. All checks should be made out to:
Houston Astronomical Society
Attn: Judy Ann Dye, Banquet Chairman
12352 Newbrook
Houston TX 77072
281-498-1703
judyadye@aol.com
Committee Chairman: Judy Dye,
Committee Members: Michael Dye, Don Pearce, Laura Overturf, Lee Lankford
GuideStar, Page 11

Space Weather for Air Travelers
By Dr. Tony Phillips

A

t a time when much of the airline
industry is struggling, one type of
air travel is doing remarkably well: polar
flights. In 1999,United Airlines made just
twelve trips over the Arctic. By 2005,
the number of flights had grown to 1,402.

caused by space radiation.”
In 2005, United Airlines reported dozens of flights diverted from polar
routes by nasty space weather. Delays ranged from 8 minutes to nearly
4 hours, and each unplanned detour burned expensive fuel. Money isn’t
the only concern: Pilots and flight attendants who fly too often over the
poles could absorb more radiation than is healthy. “This is an
area of active research—figuring out how much exposure is
safe for flight crews,” says Hill. “Clearly, less is better.”
To help airlines avoid bad space weather, NOAA has begun
equipping its GOES weather satellites with improved instruments to monitor the Sun. Recent additions to the fleet, GOES
12 and 13,carry X-ray telescopes that take spectacular pictures
of sunspots, solar flares, and coronal holes spewing streams of
solar wind in our direction. Other GOES sensors detect solar
protons swarming around our planet, raising alarms when
radiation levels become dangerous.

The shortest airline routes from the Eastern
U.S. to popular destinations in
Asia go very near the magnetic North Pole,
where space weather is of greatest concern.

Other airlines report similar growth.
The reason for the increase is commerce.
Business is booming along Asia’s Pacific
Rim, and business travel is booming with
it. On our spherical Earth, the shortest
distance from Chicago to Beijing or New
York to Tokyo is over the North Pole. Suddenly, business travelers are spending a
lot of time in the Arctic.
With these new routes, however, comes a
new concern: space weather.
“Solar storms have a big effect on polar
regions of our planet,” explains Steve Hill
of NOAA’s Space Weather Prediction Center in Boulder, Colorado. Everyone knows
about the Northern Lights, but there’s
more to it than that:“When airplanes fly
over the poles during solar storms, they
can experience radio blackouts, navigation errors and computer reboots—all

“Our next-generation satellite will be even better,” says Hill.
Slated for launch in 2014, GOES-R will be able to photograph
the Sun through several different X-ray and ultra-violet filters.
Each filter reveals a somewhat different layer of the Sun’s
explosive atmosphere—a boon to forecasters. Also, advanced
sensors will alert ground controllers to a variety of dangerous
particles near Earth, including solar protons, heavy ions and
galactic cosmic rays.
“GOES-R should substantially improve our space weather
forecasts,” says Hill. That means friendlier skies on your
futuretrips to Tokyo.
For the latest space weather report, visit the website of the Space
Weather Prediction Center at
http://www.sec.noaa.gov/
For more about the GOES-R series spacecraft, see
http://goespoes.gsfc.nasa.gov/goes/spacecraft/r_spacecraft.html
For help in explaining geostationary orbits to kids—or anyone else—
visit The Space Place at
http://spaceplace.nasa.gov/en/kids/goes/goes_poes_orbits.shtml
.
This article was provided by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California
Institute of Technology under a contract with the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration.
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Observatory Duty Roster
by Kirk Kendrick, Observatory Chairman

The site is in great shape thanks to the many, many volunteers that helped prepare for the picnic. Ken
Miller, Bob Rogers, Ed Szczepanski, and the site teams did a great job.
Major Projects for 2007:
•
Continued Site cleanup
•
Additional Camping sites with water and electricity
•
Workshop & Tractor Storage building

January Supervisor

Michael Edstrom

Ralph Overturf
Don Pearce
Sim Picheloup
Scott Poteet
Leonard Raif
Fence Volunteers

•

281-347-7267

Please volunteer to help us
keep the site in great shape!
Contact Kirk Kendrick with
your desires and let him know
of any special skills you have
that the club could leverage.
Thanks!

FOCUS THIS MONTH
Fence repairs - along road

Want new information in the
GuideStar? Write it!!
You, too, can be published here.

Logo Sales
In addition to all the other cool stuff that
Judy Dye has available in Logo Sales, the 2007
"Observer's Guide" is available. This book is a
must-have for planning your observing in 2007,
so if you don't have your copy come to the December meeting, see Judy, and buy one.
All checks should be made out to HAS for
the correct amount, and mailed to Judy Dye,
12352 Newbrook, Houston TX 77072-3910. If
there are any questions, please call. Our phone
number is 281-498-1703.

Judy Ann Dye

•

What are you doing that's new and exciting?

•

What have you read recently (book
report!)?

•

What new and interesting software are
you using?

•

Did you have an observation that was
especially interesting?

•

Any 'lessons learned' from observing
attempts?

•

What are you looking forward to at the
Texas Star Party this year?

Send your materials to Bill Pellerin,
the GuideStar editor at:
BillPellerin@sbcglobal.net
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General Membership Meeting

Downtown

The Houston Astronomical Society holds its regular monthly General
Membership Meeting on the first Friday of each month, unless rescheduled
due to a holiday. Meetings are in Room 117 of the Science and Research
Building at the University of Houston. A Novice Presentation begins at 7:00
p.m.. The short business meeting and featured speaker are scheduled at
8:00 p.m. Also typically included are Committee Reports, Special Interest
Group Reports, current activity announcements, hardware reviews, an
astrophotography slide show by members and other items of interest.
Parking is NOW across from Entrance 14, by the stadium.

P - Free Parking
I-45

Scott

US 59

S&R - Science & Research Building
Cullen

Elgin
Holman
Entrance 14

Board of Directors Meeting

The Board of Directors Meeting is held on dates scheduled by the board at 7:00
p.m. at the University of St. Thomas. Information provided to GuideStar will be
published. The meetings are open to all members of the Society in good standing.
Attendance is encouraged.

S&R

P
Wheeler

Calhoun

GuideStar Information

The H.A.S. GuideStar is published monthly by the Houston Astronomical Society.
All opinions expressed herein are those of the contributor and not necessarily of
Houston Astronomical Society. The monthly Meeting Notice is included herein.
GuideStar is available on the HAS web site to all members of H.A.S., and to
persons iinterested in the organization's activities. Contributions to GuideStar by
members are encouraged. Electronic submission is helpful. Submit the article in
text, MS-Word format via email BillPellerin@sbcglobal.net. Copy must be received
by the 15th of the month for inclusion in the issue to be available near the end of
the same month. Or, bring copy to the General Membership Meeting and give it to
the Editor, or phone to make special arrangements.

Houston Astronomical Society
Meeting

January 5, 2007
7:00 Novice & Site Orientation

Editing & Production: Bill Pellerin, 713-880-8061; FAX: 713-880-8850;
Email: BillPellerin@sbcglobal.net
Advertising: Advertisers may inquire concerning ad rates and availability of space.

8:00 General Meeting

University of Houston

Houston Astronomical Society
P.O. Box 20332

 Houston, TX 77225-0332

The Houston Astronomical Society welcomes you to our organization. The HAS is a group of
dedicated amateur astronomers, most of whom are observers, but some are armchair astronomers.
The benefits of membership are:








Access to our 18 acre observing site west of Houston -- a great place to observe the
universe!
A telescope loaner program -- borrow a HAS telescope and try observing for yourself!
A monthly novice meeting, site orientation meeting, and general meeting with speakers of
interest.
Opportunities to participate in programs that promote astronomy to the general public (such
as Star Parties at schools)
A yearly banquet with a special guest
A yearly all-clubs meeting for Houston area organizations
Meet other amateurs and share experiences, learn techniques, and swap stories

You're invited to attend our next meeting.
You'll have a great time.

